Take it from 52 of your favorite people... you won’t want to be without the 52 Weeks Personal Advisor from Texas Instruments this year.

Every week, this exciting class assignment notebook gives you a famous achiever’s personal advice on becoming successful, growing up, parents, goals, and more. There’s even a high-fashion Number Beat™ calculator in cool colors to make homework easier and yes, even fun.

Find out why Janet Jackson feels friends are important. Bette Midler’s ideas on Creativity and Growing Up.

Amy Grant’s thoughts on Faith and Matthew Broderick’s feelings about Success and Fame. Plus observations from Laura Dern, Matt Dillon, Alia Sheedy, Bruce Springsteen, Billy Joel, Mary Lou Retton, Ralph Macchio and dozens of other superstars.

The notebook’s non-dated format lets you start any week you want to. Big, roomy spaces make it so simple to keep track of daily class assignments and schedules, as well as those extra-special plans.

When you need quick answers in class or at home, count on your sleek, stylish Number Beat calculator. Along with basic functions like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, you have three-key memory, a percent key, automatic constant and square root key. It’s battery operated with APD™ (Automatic Power Down) to help preserve battery life.

Get the inside word from those who’ve made it and want to help you on your way. Carry the 52 Weeks Personal Advisor from TI. It’ll brighten up your whole year.
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**Special Features:**
- Full page of hints from well-known achievers every week
- Large spaces for daily entries
- Four basic calculator functions: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division
- Three-key memory
- Automatic constant
- Percent key
- Square root key
- Bright, color-coded keyboard
- APD helps preserve battery life
- Unique sliding, impact-resistant case

**Specifications:**
- Display: 8-digit liquid-crystal display
- Size: 4.5 x 2.6 x 0.4 inches
- Weight: 2.0 ounces
- Power: Battery
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**Limited Warranty**
The TI Number Beat calculator is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the Quick Reference Guide accompanying the Number Beat calculator.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in the materials and specifications without notice.
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*™ A trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
*® A trademark of Blue Cliff Editions Inc.

*The appearances of individuals in this book are not to be construed as their endorsement of TI, its products or services.